<94	THE CURSORY READER
means of explanation should be utilized, the vernacular
being used if other means take time.
 4.	There should be no waiting to practise the voca-
bulary, for obvious reasons.
 5.	Incidental questions, especially to weaker pupils,
•can show whether the matter is being understood as the
reading proceeds,   and questions or recapitulation can
test or confirm this at the conclusion.
 6.	If mispronunciations  abound,  the teacher will
have to do most of the reading aloud himself, while
remembering to increase the time and  care given to
pronunciation in intensive teaching.    But if they are not
too many or serious, the slighter errors may be dis-
regarded or momentarily corrected, and more serious
errors be noted for separate treatment afterwards.
Library Reading
The cursory reading lesson will not have fulfilled one
•of its main purposes, encouragement and preparation of
the pupil to read English books independently, unless it
is followed by his actually doing so. But facilities rnust
be put in his way, in the shape of as suitable a library of
English reading as can be put together. This library is
best sectioned classwise, each class having its own
section in its own class-room—thus the English teacher
-can make a point of knowing enough about the books to
be able to advise and assist individual pupils in their
•choice of reading matter, and can himself, or through a
pupil, keep a record of the issue of books.
The common temptation of teacher and pupil to give
undue attention to mere reference reading ought to be
resisted, though pupils should be directed and trained in
.consulting books of reference o?i scJiool subjects.
Whether this independent reading of library books
•should be reckoned a part of the ordinary school studies
l>y an insistence, say, on so much being read per term
and by a test of the pupil's knowledge of what he has
aread is an open question. In the ideal school, where
all study is interesting, the pupil might welcome this
association, but then in the ideal school it would be un-
necessary. In actual schools where school study is
regarded as work, and outside reading as pleasure, to

